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Abstract: The shapes of cosmic ray trajectories in the Galaxy result from the effect of a chaotic and
regular magnetic field, the rates of the nuclear collisions,the gas density and other minor parameters.
For a given magnetic field configuration the forms of the trajectories, regardless their lengths, naturally
subdivide in rectilinear and highly tortuous, depending onthe ion energy. It is shown that the ankle and
the knee energies of the individual ions correspond to thoseparticular energies of the ion traversing the
Milky Way which mark, respectively, the rectilinear and thetortuous propagation. A comparison with the
computed proton, helium, CNO, iron and all-particle spectrum with the experimental data is presented
and the good accord highlighted.

Introduction

Radioastronomy in the last three decades redun-
dantly proved that spiral galaxies possess a regu-
lar magnetic field, with a strength not exceeding
10 µG, extending over the Galaxy, along with a
turbulent field with superior strength. These fea-
tures result from observations and they are likely
to stabilize with any future measurements with in-
creased precision. The size of the Galaxy and the
density of the interstellar gas are well known from
Astronomy.

These observations, the nuclear collision lengths
and simple formulae giving the quantitative bend-
ing of electric charges moving in magnetic fields,
suffice to demonstrate the existence and the nature
of the knee and the ankle in the cosmic ray spec-
trum.

In the following, a derivation of some properties of
the knee and ankle is given with short flashes on its
simplicity and logical coherence. This derivation
follows a very detailed explanation of the knee and
ankle [1, 2, 3], (also referred to as Paper I, II and
III) the description of the method of calculation [4,
5] and the notion of the galactic basin [5, 6].

The comprehension of the mechanisms originating
the ankle and the knee is greatly facilitated if the

logical chain connecting the pertinent facts is ex-
amined at very high energy, around the ankle en-
ergy and not at very low energy, below the knee.
At very high energy, neither the magnetic field nor
nuclear cross sections have a notable influence on
the properties of the cosmic rays and any analysis
simplifies.

What is a cosmic ray trajectory

Figures 1 and 2 show an iron and a helium trajec-
tory at the energy of10

18 and 10
12 eV , respec-

tively. A trajectory consists of an initial point (the
source represented by a star) and of a final point
(cross) connected by thousands of segments (repre-
senting helix segments at high energy or helix axis
at very low energy). Trajectories are reconstructed
by numerical simulation and are temporarily stored
during the simulation for the evaluation of the ap-
propriate physical quantities.

The visual inspection of the forms of the trajecto-
ries in the energy interval10

11 to 10
20 eV natu-

rally suggests three major classes of trajectories:
R, T andM . (R) The magnetic field has a neg-
ligible effect on the trajectory so that rectilinear
or quasi rectilinear propagation takes place above
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Fe trajectory of 1018 eV (time development)
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Figure 1: Example of iron trajectory of10
18 eV

propagating in the disc for about5000 years (ver-
tical axis). It is evident that this Fe trajectory is
only slightly perturbed by the chaotic magnetic
field. This trajectory strikingly differs from the
highly tortuous trajectory shown in figure 2.

a particular energyEg
A whereA denotes the ion

type andg galactic cosmic rays. All trajectories
at energies aboveEg

A are quite similar. Detailed
calculations indicateEg

He= 4 × 10
18 eV andE

g
Fe

around6 × 10
19 eV . (T ) Cosmic ions suffer-

ing multiple inversions of motion in the magnetic
field lead to tortuous or very tortuous trajectories
as shown in figure 2. (M ) The ion bending op-
erated by the galactic magnetic field consists of a
few turns around the helix axis of the cosmic ion
(see fig. 4 Paper III). Detailed analysis of many
ion trajectories indicates that the energy interval
where trajectories exhibit these forms is between
10

15 and6× 10
19 eV because of the average mag-

netic field strength in the Milky Way. The Fe tra-
jectory of10

18 eV in figure 1 illustrates this condi-
tion. Though there is an infinite number of ways
how cosmic rays become tortuous, depending on
the turbulent field incorporated in the algorithms,
the mean trajectory lengths in the Galaxy remain
finite.

He trajectory of 1012 eV (time development)
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Figure 2: Example of helium trajectory at very low
energy (1 TeV).
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Figure 3: Number of cosmic rays (He) reaching the
local galactic zone,ng, versus energy. This quan-
tity is related to helium intensity via the spectral
index of cosmic helium at Earth. The structure of
the curve exhibits a high plateau, a steep descent
and a low plateau.
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Evaluation of the cosmic ray intensities

The parameters that determine the cosmic-ray in-
tensity are the following: (1) the spiral magnetic
field; (2) the strength of the spiral magnetic field
(fig. 3, Paper III); (3) the chaotic magnetic field,
materialized with magnetic cloudlets, which has an
average strength of about three times that of the
regular field; (4) the form and the dimension of the
Galaxy (fig. 1 [4]); (5) a uniform distribution of
cosmic ray sources in the galactic disk (see eqn.(3)
in [4]); (6) the nuclear cross sections ion-hydrogen,
σ; (7) the interstellar matter density in the disk,d,
of 1.24 hydrogen atoms percm3; (8) the position
of thesolar cavity inside the disk, at 14pc above
the galactic midplane and 8.5kpc from the galactic
center; (9) the galactic wind (Section 2, Paper III).
The present calculations are obtained ignoring the
galactic wind since its influence on the knee and
ankle is marginal (figs. 17 and 18, Paper III).

The intensity of the cosmic rays,IP , in a given
pointP of coordinates x,y,z inside the galactic disc
is evaluated by counting the number of trajectories,
ng, intercepting a small sphere centered inP . Fig-
ure 3 showsng versus energy for helium taken as
an example. The realm of the tortuous trajecto-
ries spans the energy domain labeled in figure 3 as
high plateau, while rectilinear trajectories occupy
the energy band denoted as low plateau. The dif-
ferences between low and high plateaux is due to
the ion grammages and nuclear cross sections as
explained elsewhere (Section 7, Paper II) and they
determine the slope of thecomplete spectrum

above6 × 10
15 eV . In order to convertng into

IP the spectral index of helium should be taken
into account. Figure 4 shows the ion intensitiesIP

for a set of six spectral indices. Comparing the he-
lium spectrum shown in figure 4 withng versus
energy of figure 3 it is evident how the low plateau
is converted into the helium ankle with its intrinsic
characteristics.

Computed and measured spectra of proton, helium,
CNO group and iron are displayed in figure 5. Fig-
ure 6 shows the computed and measured spectrum
of all ions using the blend 2 (Table 2, Paper II). The
knee and the ankle are local effects : a terrestrial in-
strument encapsulated at 8.5kpc from the galactic
center, close to the galactic midplane, will observe
the knee and the ankle, while another instrument
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Figure 4: Examples of energy spectra of individual
ions for a specified set of spectral indices and ion
abundances (blend 2, Table 1, Paper II).

located 100pc above the galactic midplane at the
same distance, would observe and anti-knee (fig.
17, Paper II) and an anti-ankle.

Analytical methods with appropriate magnetic
field in the diffusion equation (see, for example,
[7]) predict a type of descend similar to that shown
in figure 3 but the interconnection between knee
and ankle and how the nuclear cross sections deter-
mine the gap between high and low plateau (Sec-
tion 9, Paper I) are eluded. Plausibly, numerical
simulation of cosmic-ion trajectories at extreme
energies (see, for example, [8]), once extended to
lower energies down to10

14 eV , may verify the
present explanation of the knee and the ankle.

Nuclear collision lengths spanning from 55 (pro-
ton) to 2 (iron)g/cm2 overlap the ranges of the
grammages of cosmic ions traversing the Milky
Way, probably alusus naturae. This circum-
stance transforms the nuclear collision rates in the
Milky Way in a major parameter for a quantita-
tive account of the knee and the ankle. In dwarf
galaxies, where the ion grammages are likely to be
marginal fractions of those experienced by cosmic
ions in the Milky Way, the knees and the ankles
should not exist at all, leaving the universal spec-
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Computed and measured energy spectra
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Figure 5: The computed spectra (thick lines) are
compared with the Kascade data for proton, He,
CNO [9] and Fe [10]. All spectra are normalized
at the common energy point of2× 10

15 eV to the
proton, helium, CNO and iron and they are com-
puted with indices:2.72 (proton),2.72 (He) and
2.60 (CNO and Fe).

trum of the cosmic radiation in its unperturbed sta-
tus, as directly released by the engine accelerating
cosmic ions at all energies.
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Figure 6: The computed spectrum (thick line) is
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